Spartan sisters show no mercy

No longer a teenager

The Cadigal and Teitsworth sisters make their opponents wonder if they
have double vision.

The Women’s Resource Center celebrates
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its 20th birthday this month.
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Campus exceeds water conservation requirements

By Pam Schatz
and Chris Lillie
writers
DatIhsratt
ile recent storms brought welcome
rainfall to the parched Bay Area, SJSU
continued its efforts to meet water conservation requirements.
The week of storms dropped only a
scant amount of rain on the city and campus, an SJSU professor said.
"2.38 inches, a drop in the bucket,"
meteorology professor Peter Lester said.
Despite the five-year drought the university remains in adequate shape due to
conservation measures taken in the last
three years, said Mo Qayoumi, associate
executive vice president of facilities,

"We’re a member of the community, it’s very hard to
explain to your neighbors" that SJSU does not have to meet
the same conservation standards.
Victor Castillo,
director of grounds, transportation and custodial services
development and operations.
From the baseline usage figure established in 1987, SJSU had reduced its water
use by 23.6 percent through last November, said Victor Castillo, director of
grounds, transportation and custodial services. This number, or 212 million gallons, more than doubled the cuts required

for SJSU through the state.
"Much of what we do here is volunteer,
based on our concerns," Castillo said.
After 1987, California required its state
agencies to reduce water use by 10 percent, he said. Former Gov. George Deukmejian wrote a memo to the CSU "urging"
the system to comply because the CSU is

not a state agency, Castillo said.
SJSU aimed for Santa Clara Valley
Water District reduction goals of 20 percent, Castillo said.
"We’re a member of the community."
he said, adding that "it’s very hard to
explain to your neighbors" that SJSU does
not have to meet the same conservation
standards.
Because the university complies with
the water district goals, SJSU may have to
restrict its water usage even more after
Tuesday’s water district meeting, Castillo
said.
The district, which supplies water to
cities throughout the county, is expected to
establish reduction goals of 30 to 35 per-

cent, he said.
"There’s not too much left to save,"
Castillo said.
The water district is also expected to
announce an increase in the price of an
acre-foot of water, he said.
"We used to pay $135 per acre-foot in
1989," he said. "In 1990, it went to $175.
In 1991, they’re proposing $250."
With higher water prices and larger
rationing measures looming over the university, SJSU will have to improve its current conservation efforts, Castillo said.
Already the school has landscaped with
drought-resistant plants, installed shower
heads and toilet devices that limit water
SeeWATER, back page

CSSA urges
budget protest

They call him Flipper

Plan to facilitate
representation
for students
By Claudia Bramkamp
Daily staff writer

Jeanette Glicksman -

Undeclared senior Andre de Rosier relaxes during skin and scuba
diving class in the SPX pool Tuesday. This class has been offered
at SJSU since 1957 and taught by instructor Lee Walton since

Day staff photographer

1968. The class will make t%o weekend trips to Monterey, where
divers will be tested on their basic scuba skills in the ocean. Once
their skills are approved each diver will be given their license.

Because the California State
Legislature is only in the early
stages of hearings to consider Gov.
Pete Wilson’s budget proposal,
SJSU students can and should help
protect some of the university’s
services from being cut, said
Marty Ledesma, legislative director of California State Students
Association.
Wilson’s proposed state budget,
which would raise state university
fees up to 20 percent, 10 percent
over the legal limit, and threatens
huge reductions in the number of
classes and services available to
campuses next semester, is not due
to go into effect until July 1.
CSSA has a plan to facilitate
student representation against the
budget cuts. Their goal is to register all students to vote, and to let
the state legislature know how
Wilson’s budget, if approved, will
hun them all.
After attending hearings of the
State Education Committee on
Tuesday. Ledesma is convinced
that the 370,000 students represented by CSSA could help minimize budget cuts to the system by
lobbying their state representatives.
"We’re fighting for reasonable

and predictable fee increases without losing our quality of education," he said. Ledesma said he
was gratified after hearing 250 to
300 students lobbying the legislature on Monday, to then hear the
students’ complaints voiced by the
legislators at the Senate hearings
the following day.
"Senator Dills mentioned the
veterans he had spoken to the previous day and their fears that the
GI bill would no longer cover the
costs veterans will incur in order to
graduate. Our points are being
brought up during the budget conference." he said
According to civil engineering
major Cindy Resler, "The mission
of public education is at stake.
This is an issue that will impact
everyone on campus. Not only
this years’ students but students
who aspire to have educational
access."
A.S. Community Affairs Director Blair Whitney added, "Nothing
is a given until June. It would not
be a surprise that the tax shortfall
is even greater than anticipated.
We have until June to let our legislators know that we will not accept
a shortfall in our education. Tell
them to make a commitment to
education."
lb encourage more students to
contact their legislators, the SJSU
chapter of CSSA, led by Director
of California State Affairs Marci
Pedrazzi planned Monday to form
a legislative Committee and to hold
See CSSA, back page

A.S. vice president
Drug Awareness Week debuts on campus
Today and Thursday are scheduled as film fest
won’t seek head slot
days and will feature several drug and alcohol
By Susan Brown

Daily staff wrier

By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff seller

In the past six weeks Kristi
Nowak has been doing two jobs
on the Associated Students, working part-time to pay her way
through college, teaching aerobics
classes and taking a full load of
courses to boot.
Nowak took over the duties of
A.S. president when Amen
Washington got called to active
duty by the Air Force. After he left
for his job at Travis Air Force
Base, Nowak had to play doubleduty by trying to fill his shoes
while doing her regular job as vice
president.
Washington broke free from his
duties at Travis to hold a press
conference on campus to make it
clear that he would retain his title
as A.S. president and that Nowak
would serve as acting president.
Last week, it all caught up to
Nowak. She pulled out of the A.S.
presidential race to spend more
time getting her grades up.
"I want to graduate in ’92," she
said.
"Everyone was really surprised

that I wasn’t going to run," she
said. "In order for me to be in this
election it would have taken me
two weeks to get back into my
studies after campaigning. My
grade point
average is
really important to me."
The AS.,
said,
she
should be
seen as a
stepping
stone to other
goals and she
wants to let Kristi Nowak
someone else
have the opportunity to be in
office.
"I’ve done what I wanted to do.
I’m just ready to move on to other
things.
"I’m still going to he around
and active on campus," she said.
Her collegue.s on A.S. were supportive of her decision to not run
for the presidency and have
respect for her decision.
See NO WAX, back page

Maybe the appearance of
mock tombstones around campus
that bear the names of prominent
people killed because of drugs or
alcohol will spawn the necessary
attention to the harsh reality of
drug use. It couldn’t hurt.
National Collegiate Drug
Awareness Week was to have
been kicked off Monday with a
presentation by Spartan Basketball Coach Stan Morrison. Unfor-

thematic movies including ’Clean and Sober,’
’Barfly’ and ’Bright Lights, Big City.’
tunately due to lack of interest it
was cancelled.
The tombstones are a visual
tool that are meant to make an
impact on students, according to
student educator and event organizer Elaine Temati.

Panhellenic council
By John Bessa
Daily staff Wier

In a brief ceremony in the Student Union, the Panhellenic Council installed its new president and
other officers Monday.
The new president is Paige
Martz, 20, a junior majoring in
advertising.
"I’m new, but I’m really excited," she said.
Martz, a member of the SJSU
chapter of the Delta Gamma sorority, plans to boost interest in sororities by going to local high schools

This is the first time Drug
Awareness Week has been put on
at SJSU. The week-long calendar of events was organized by
student educators from the Prevention Education Program. Student educators hold regular pre-

president,

to recruit incoming freshmen.
"Our main goal this semester is
to have a more successful rush,"
she said.
The other new officers are Anne
Cosentino, vice president; Valerie
Rivera, secretary; Tonya Jacobson.
rush chairwoman; Laurie Macchi,
treasurer; and Becky Williams.
assistant rush chair.
Martz replaced Tina Debs, last
year’s vice president and acting
president for the first month of this
semester.

"I have total confidence that

vention workshops on campus
and work closely with Greek
organizations and residence halls.
Tbday and Thursday are scheduled as film fest days and will
feature several drug and alcohol
thematic movies including
"Clean and Sober," "Barfly" and
"Bright Lights. Big City."
Also, community resource
tables are on display throughout
the week inside the Student
See DRUGS, back page

officers installed

Paige will do a great job," Debs
said.
Debs filled in as president
because Delta Gamma holds its
elections later in the year, Martz
said, and the sorority did not have
a president elected at the beginning
of the semester.
The Panhellenic president is
chosen on a rotational basis. Each
year a different sorority of the six
National Panhellenic Council
chapters on campus elects a president for the year.
Two other sororities on campus

participate in the SJSU panhellenic
council but are not part of the rotation system for choosing officers.
Martz said.
The other officers are installed
in the same manner as the president, Panhellenic adviser Meredith
Moran said.
Debs said that Martz’s installment has been a smooth one.
"We’ve gotten off to a good start
this semester and I’m glad that I
can help make a smooth transiSee GREEK, back page
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THE FUTURE’S HERE, WE ARE IT . . .
KEVIN WEIL

Don’t let the rain fool you
term "April showers
The
bring May flowers" may
not hold validity this year.
While in the month of March, the
drought that has affected all of us
continues despite recent rains that
reached this part of the state.
Even with the rain, researchers
predict that it would take 20 rain
storms the magnitude of this
week’s to erase the word drought
from our everyday vocabulary.
Weather forecasts don’t favor that
prediction.
The Metropolitan Water District
of Los Angeles decision to cut
water deliveries by an average of
50 percent, should warn people
throughout the state not to fall into
a false sense of security that water
flows freely and that the drought
has been washed away.
The rain hasn’t fallen. Locally,
the reservoirs are only 10 percent
full, marking a continued trend
since the middle of the last
decade.
"We have been working our way

into a deficit for five years," said
Elizabeth Ahrens, a spokeswoman
for the Santa Clara Valley Water
District.
Attempts are being made to
remedy the situation. California
Senate leader David Roberti
suggested last week that people
should pay taxes on the water they
use.
"As long as water is inordinately
cheap there is no reason for people
to conserve or in some cases to
trade or sell," Roberti said.
the cost of water
But
continues to rise in this
example of supply and
demand. The people of Southern
California are being supplied the
water while Northern Californians
are in need.
The rains have come, but they
fall well short of washing our
mouths of the word drought.
Don’t be fooled
The end of the trail is a long
ways away.

Corrections and amplifications
Due to a reporter’s error, the Feb. 28
article "Committee against the war
voices hatred for U.S. policy"
misrepresented an opinion of one of the
guest speakers. Speaker Mona
Alkayyali did not agree with all of the

principles presented by featured
speaker David Kilber.
Please bring any errors to the
attention of Angus Klein, executive
editor, or Anthony Cataldo, forum
editor.

CAMPUS VOICE NEHADA IMARA

Questioning the war illness
War has a way of
dehumanizing people. It is
a dangerous virus that
threatens to end the
development and survival
of humanity. At the core of
this illness is a lack of
awareness about the
necessary requirements of
human relations and
society’s coexistence with
nature.
I would like to ask a few
questions that are not being
asked by CNN or the media
pool.
If military installations are
intermingled amongst the
civilian populations in Iraq,
what happened to the
people living near the
nuclear, chemical and
biological facilities that
were blown up by the
MEA,POJH tU- SACK CN
.-40Me Ffs’Ot,J1
Allied Forces? Of the U.S.
soldiers that were killed or
so, what land is theirs?
disabled in the conflict, what will be done
What role does the military industrial
to compensate their families and loved complex play in this war? Will the
ones since the United States is suffering taxpayer have to purchase more $50
from a recession and an unprecedented million jets and million dollar missiles to
budget deficit?
replace the ones that have gone down in
Why did the President veto the Civil flames?
Rights Bill and then send a
Why have the British interned the
disproportionate number of persons that students of Iraqi descent like the United
depend on civil nghts legislation for equal States had interned persons of Japanese
opportunity, to fight for the U.S. interest? descent in wvin? Is this the right thing
How long will those persons remain loyal for the members of the Allied Forces to
to the government?
do?
Why was the educational budget cut in
If the United States is truly an advocate
the United States, causing a decrease in of the United Nations, why has it not paid
student financial aid and an increase in its dues, nor followed other U.N.
student tuition and fees, while the U.S. resolutions like the one on the Palestinian
military was allowed to waste billions of people?
dollars. beyond their allotted limit, in
Is Arab life, Chicano life, Native
weapons and prrts procurement scams American life. African life and poorer
and bombing decoys in the Desert Storm European life worth less than the well -inoperation? If Jews were promised the land do European copulation? If not, why will
that they claim to be Israel by God, what more of them die than others in this war?
land did God promise to the Muslims,
Christians, Hindus, Aminists, and
Neiwndu lmara is Student Development
Atheists? Can Palestinians be Jews, and if Services specialist

Past events leave
future in dark cloud
When President George Bush invoked a
longstanding Christian doctrine to defend
military action, we reached new
proportions of absurdity.
The motivation for using an ancient
categorization to convince an audience of
TV Protestant evangelists was to gather
support for the war against Iraq. The
precedent was set in the First Crusade of
the 11th century when Christians fought
Muslims in the Middle East.
One of the criterion created by
theologians of the past was that a just war
must result in a level of good which
outweighs the damage done.
Another factor that would justify Bush’s
just war theory is that war should be
discriminate, meaning it should avoid
harm to non-combatants where possible.
Well, some of the non-combatants and
damage done, while obvious in the
proportion of innocent civilian Muslims
killed and relations destroyed in dealing
with Arab desires to develop a unified
republic, it’s not so obvious in the
massive devastation to the environment.
When 294 million gallons of crude oil
spilled into the gulf, an amount nearly 30
times the quantity spilled in Prince
William Sound by the Exxon Valdez,
perhaps one of the extreme examples of
ecological Armageddon had swallowed
up the region.
In plain and simple terms, it cannot be
cleaned up.
Even high-tech technology hadn’t
fathomed the scope of such a possibility
in clean-up equipment development.
Putting practical intentions of equipment
creation aside, the billions of creatures
that inhabit the Persian Gulf are
condemned.
Besides the fact that the Saudi Arabian
capital of Riyhad receives more than 80
percent of its water from gulf desalination
plants, the rich soil in the roots of the
mangroves, which grow from the
shoreline mud. are unique systems that
have been sentenced for execution.
While the densely populated seaboard
town of al-Khobar Dhahran will be
smeared by inward driven oil, Caspian
terns, along with the sandpipers, curlews,
ducks and cormorants were the first to
discover an oil slick for feather protection.
Only ’7,000 dugongs, an endangered
species similar to the Beluga whale and
the manatee of Florida, inhabited the
already precarious ecosystem of the
polluted gulf before the spill and face
almost certain doom.
The shallow gulf, which is flushed only

every three to five years, is extraordinarily
sensitive to change and severely limits its
ability to restore itself. By comparison,
Prince William Sound flushes every 28
days. yet is many years away from
returning to normal.

Environmental warfare may
seem trivial in the height of
the conflict, but to destroy a
country, indeed a region, in
order to save it is ludicrous.
Spilling into the skies is the smoke from
oil well fires. There are only about a halfdozen firefighting crews in the world
experienced to deal with oil fires of this
magnitude. Because of this, fires could
last for weeks, even months, creating
clouds of smoke that could limit sunlight
and reduce surface temperatures up to 20
degrees Celsius.
This occurred in the Northwestern

United States where smoke from forest
fires in the summer of 1987 blanketed
enormous areas.
Some scientists speculated that smoke
clouds could affect the Asian monsoon,
which is essential to the agricultural’.
system that feeds one billion people on
the Indian continent. The result is
massive levels of famine and starvation
Regardless of who started the war, an
argument used by many that brings
intellectual discussion to the level of a
fourth grader, this was not a just war.
It also doesn’t even begin to scratch the
surface of a scorched earth policy which
had its precedence. not in Vietnam, where
forests and agriculture are permanently
damaged, but during biblical times.
Environmental warfare may seem trivial
in the height of the conflict, but to destroy
a country, indeed a region, in order to save
it is ludicrous.
The entry into a new century and the.
close of the 20th century brings the.
reactive realization that the relationship
with the environment is crucial for
survival.
The connection between what Bush
senselessly calls collateral damage and the
believed importance of United Nations
objectives must be weighted in the just
war criteria.
Saddam Hussein may not be the Muslim
he claims to be for his failure to justify
war, but in Bush’s mirrored failure, no one
has given the planet a voice.
Kevin Well is the Spartan Daily copy
chief. His column appears every
Wednesday.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Don’t erase SJSU’s history
Editor,
As a 28 -year resident of San Jose. I am
appalled. As a graduate of SJSU, with a
BA in History, I am ashamed. The
university wishes to tear down the
Victor Scheller home. A university
official has made the crass statement
that this beautiful home is not
historically significant because it was
domicile of one of the most important
attorneys in this city’s history.
It is architecturally significant as one
of the very few buildings of its type in
San Jose. More so since it is in
remarkably fine condition, and stood up
so very well to the 1906 and 1989
earthquakes.
SJSU has always bragged about its
history. It is justifiably proud of its
status as the oldest state institute of
higher learning. However, that pride
seems to be continually reduced to
pictures on the walls of the
administration building. SJSU says it

has offered to give the building to
whomever would move it. But did they
seek out the advice of preservationists or
the California Office of Historic
Preservation? It seems the only thing
they tried was the easy way out. Moving
the house is not a solution, just a lesser
evil. To rip that magnificent structure
from its foundation damages the
architectural fabric of this city. It is a
poor darning of a sock already full of
holes.
SJSU says that leaving it in place will
violate proximity codes affecting the
new science building. Baloney. There is
a variance for every code.
I am not against progress, however, I
do believe that where we go is defined
by where we have been. Through
careful, sensitive planning, the old
supports and enhances the new.
One of the most attractive options is to
use the building as a main infomiation
facility for visitors and reception hall for
distinguished visitors. SJSU has no
facility for these purposes.

What face does the university wish to
present to the community? The coldness
of another poorly conceived concrete
and glass monster, or the warmth of the
fine craftsmanship embodied in this
house?
There are literally hundreds of people
who are willing to devote time and
professional expertise to the effort of
saving this fine structure. I urge the
students to get involved.
Writc
thc
local
legislators:
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, State
Sen. Alan Alquist, and U.S. Rep. Norm
Mincia. Or better yet, walk down to the
state and Federal office and visit them.
Tell SJSU President Gail Fullerton,
and the rest of the university
administrators what history means to the
identity of this school. It is not too late
to save part of our culture.
James R. Vasconcellos Jr
Preservation Action Council of San
Jose
Member, Board of Directors
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Putting the brakes on
spring break drinking
WASHINGTON (AP)
Surgeon General Antonia Novello
Tuesday declared war on drinking
by college students during spring
break.
"Spring break has become synonymous with excessive and binge
drinking by our young people,"
she said. "Today’s average college student spends more money
on booze than on books."
Novello announced a program to
encourage young people to "put
(.n the brakes" with regard to
spring break drinking.

And she said she hoped the message would carry far beyond this
year’s break period.
Novello said students have been
bombarded with an advertising
campaign that leads them to believe drinking is "an acceptable
rite of passage, a necessary path
for them to follow."
One of the results, she said, is
that alcohol consumption is one of
the leading causes of death among
young adults.
Novello appealed to the alcohol
industry to "take a more responsi-

’ Today’s average
college student
spends more money
on booze than on
books.’
Antonia Nov el lo,
surgeon general
ble posture" with regard to marketing and promotion tactics during this year’s spring break.
She said the Beer Institute had
"responded favorably" to her appeal and had indicated that brewers
would not "take their tents, their
hats, umbrellas, and other promotional materials to spring break this
year."

New president of Mills College
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
The
new president of Mills College
says it was the school’s decision
last spring to remain an all -women’s school that enticed her westward from her job as vice provost
of Princeton University.
Janet Holmgren McKay, 42,
said after her appointment was announced Monday that she will expand the relationship between the
prestigious women’s school and
the University of California at Berkeley and Stanford campuses.
McKay wants to build a pipeline
to funnel more women into engineering and science with the help
of both nearby campuses as well as
Princeton.
To stay competitive, the nation
will need far more women graduating from liberal arts colleges
such as Mills to move into proessional fields at the graduate
level, she noted.
"I don’t believe coeducational
colleges and universities know
how to educate women," said

McKay, adding that Mills offers
"special opportunities to figure out
how to educate women to become
leaders of society."
Berkeley already allows Mills’
students to take courses and use its
library. She said she also hopes to
take advantage of the "proximity"
to Stanford. about 20 miles away
in Palo Alto.
She believes Mills, on the opposite coast from the prestigious
womens colleges in New England, can survive without enrolling
men.
believe this college is large
and spirited enough to support a
distinct mission," said McKay.
Last spring, an emotional protest erupted when Mills’ trustees
decided to make the campus coed
because of shrinking enrollments.
The trustees reversed themselves
after opposition shut down the
school for nearly two weeks,
Since then, almost every member of the full-time faculty has
taught an extra class, and alumnae

increased their contributions by 75
percent. Recruiting efforts intensified, and enrollment, currently
774 undergraduates. may go up
next fall.
McKay, a Chicago native, received her Ph.D. in linguistics
from Princeton, where she taught
American literature and, as vice
provost, managed a $450 million
budget.
Her publications include a book
on American realistic fiction. She
has written extensively on feminist
theory and criticism.
Previous to her position at
Princeton. she was an assistant
chancellor at the University of
Maryland until 1988.
"Jan McKay has a wonderful
ability to mobilize members of an
academic community with widely
different interests and commitments and get them to focus together on a common set of university objectives," said Harold
Shapiro, president of Princeton.

YesterDaily

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
is 10 a.m. The Daily’s staff members
attempt to enter each item at least
two days before the date of the event
in addition to the day of the event.
Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.
TODAY
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT:
Foreign language book lair. 8 30 a M. to
4162:320 pm Sweeney Hall lobby. call 9244602
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT:
Chinese dancers and Kendo demonstration,
4noon5,. Student Union Amphitheatre, call 9244595
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSN.: Careers in banking by Bank of the West, 5:00
p.m., S.U., Almaden Room, call 924-8714.
MEChA: Raza Day planning committee
meeting. noon to 1 p.m.. Chicano Library
Resource Center, Wahiquist Library North.
Room 307, call 924-2518.
FANTASY & STRATEGY CLUB: Weekly
meeting. 5.30 p.m., S.0 Pacheco Room,
call 924-7097.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS ELECTION: Associated Student election open forum. 12:30
p.m., S,U., Upper Pad, call 971-4227.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG.: Testimony
meeting, noon. S U Montalvo Room. call
247-4409
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY: Speaker
from the School of Education, 4 p in . Business Classrooms Room 203.
AKBAYAN: General meeting, 2:30 p.m..
S U.. Castanoan Room. call (415)-797-9868.
CLARK LIBRARY & SJSU EAP: ’Childcare
Availability at SJSU and in Santa Clara
County’, noon, Clark Library Room 511, call
924-2803 or 924-5940.
SAFER.: Meeting, 5 om., Washburn Hall
Room 115, call 924-5467
PREVENTION ED. PROGRAM: Drug
Awareness Week-Communhy Resource
Table Exhibits NCADD. 9 a.m to 2 pro.
S U Film Festival-’Clean and Sober’. 10

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDatly
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
Engineering departments have a
high percentage of drop-outs, with
only a 50 percent graduation rate,
an increasing problem according to
the National Science Foundation.
SJSU’s School of So? cial Work
received praise for its programs
from the State Council of Social
Work Education.
A mass transporartion meeting
addressed the reasons why BART
will take 15 years to reach San Jose.
am to noon: ’Clean and Sober, noon to 2
pro, The Lost Weekend.. 2 p m to 4 p.m.,
S U Umunhum Room. call 924-5945.
CALIFORNIA FACULTY ASSN: Contract
and Budget Update. 2.30 p m., University
Club. 408 S 8th St.. call 292-0323
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Employer Presentation- FMC. 12:30 pm to 2
p.m , S.0 Costanoan Room, call 924-6033.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT:
Summer and Co-op Job Fair. 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., Events Center, call 924-6033
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Brown
Bag Discussion: Relaxation and Stress Management, noon to 1 30 p in S U., Pacheco
Room, call 924-5939
HILLEL-JEWISH STUDENT ORG.: Planning and Organization Meeting. 7 p m
Campus Christian Center, 10th 8 San Carlos St. call 924-5519.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEPT.: National
Foreign Languages Week: Films- The Fortyseven Ronin., 2:30 p.m. to 425 pm.. Business Classroom 117; ’Rickshaw, 2.30 p m
to 4.30 p.m.. Business Classroom 101, cam
924-4620 or 924-4602.
THURSDAY

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Careers in foreign languages 12 30 pro
S U Costanoan Room call 924-6053

Today’s forecast
Patchy morning fog,
clearing to partly cloudy
skies, high near 63
degrees.

Thursday’s forecast
Sunny clear skies, highs
ranging from the low to
mid-60’s.
National Weather
Service

FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT.
Foreign language book lair. 830 a in to
1230 p.m . Sweeney Hall Library. call 9244602
SJSU ICE HOCKEY CLUB: Practice, 11 30
p.m . Eastndge Ice Arena. call 265-5098
PRE-MEDICAL ASSOCIATION: Meeting
and guest speaker. 1 30 p m . Duncan Hall
ART HISTORY ASSOCIATION: Archaeology in modern China- an evening lecture by
Dr. Kao, art historian. 530 pm,SU, Almaden Room call 924-4351
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Daily
Mass, noon, Campus Christian Center Chapel. call 298-0204
SKI CLUB: Meeting-new officer nominations. 8.00 p m S.0 Almaden Room. call
462-5717
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Employer presentation Space Systems
Loral. 12:30 pm. SU. Guadalupe Room,
call 924-6033
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
On -campus interview orientation. 4 00 p m .
S U Costanoan Room call 924-6033
MEChA: Ran Day planning committee
meeting. noon to 1 p in Chicano Library
Resource Center Wahlguist Library North,
Room 307. call 924-2518

Cranston singled out for Seminar claims gospels based on plagiarism
S&L disciplinary actions
WASHINGTON (API
there stead of setting a tough precedent,
was a cynical view widely ex- the committee set a soft one.
pressed around the Capitol a few
And if one were to go hack to
weeks ago, as the Senate Ethics one of those cynical observers, he
Committee pondered the fates of or she might add it was no cointhe Keating Five. It went like this:
cidence the committee released its
"They’ll let four of them go and ruling on the same day President
they’ll nail Alan Cranston.
Bush declared victory over Iraq.
"Why? Because it’s the Senate,
Yet the committee strategy,
you understand. and Cranston is which looks like the Senate
leaving. His health is bad and he’s "club" protecting itself again, is
not going to run again.
risky.
"And what the Senate will do is
Before the 1989 ouster of House
offer Cranston up as a credible sac- Speaker Jim Wright. ethics cases
rifice to public anger and keep all in that chamber also were handled
the people who might be around.
with overwhelming deference to
"Because if you’re leaving the the accused member. Conviction
Senate, you’re a wounded shark in in a court of law or arrest for sex
the pack and they will tear you to offenses with under-age boys or
pieces in order to save their own girls were the only sure routes to
reputations."
censure.
Suddenly last week, that cynical
Then came the case of then-Rep.
view had new credibility.
Fernand J. St Germain. D-R
The case of Cranston. 1)-Calif., chairman of the House Banking
fighting cancer and retiring from Committee. The House ethics
the Senate after next year. is the committee investigated charges
only one being sent to the full Sen- that St Germain used his position
ate for possible disciplinary action to enrich himself.
for their work on behalf of Charles
The panel produced an encycloKeating. a major campaign con- pedic volume of evidence hut
tributor and failed savings and loan brought no charges against St Geroperator.
main. Just as in the Senate case,
Sens. Dennis DeConcini, 1)- what he did was different only in
Ariz., and Donald Riegle. 0- degree to what many of his colMich had committed acts ap- leagues did.
pearing but not provably improper.
However, the public was outand Sens. John McCain. R -Ariz.. raged. and St Germain was voted
and John Glenn. fl-Ohio. suffered out of office just as the ethics commostly from had judgment. the mittee was investigating Wright
committee said.
The panel no longer could nor
To be sure, there were differ- brush things aside and, as a result.
ences between the cases and Sen- Wright was charged and the House
ate rules are squishy on the topic at underwent one of the most traumahand influence peddline Hut in- tic periods in its bistro,.

Sudafed capsules off shelves
Pharmacies Bill’s Drug,
ORINDA (API
and grocery stores removed 12 They were joined hy
hour Sudafed capsules from their Stores, the Dublin -based grocery
shelves following weekend reports chain with about 115 stores, said
that two people in Washington spokeswoman Judith Decker. Wal
state died of cyanide poisoning nut Creek -based Longs Drugs.
after taking the capsules.
with 262 stores in six states, also
The deaths and a third case in pulled the product. ’Humpy off’
which someone became seriously dal% said
ill led to a nationwide recall Sunday of one million packages of the
popular cold medication.
"As soon as we came in (Monday), we pulled it," said Flurry
Kamian. co-owner of Kamian’s
Pharmacy in Orinda.
Kamian pulled the drug before
receiving official notification of
Hope You
the recall from the drug’s manufacA Very
Have
of
Co.
turer. Burroughs Wellcome
North Carolina.
"You want to be very careful on
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
the side of the consumer," said
Steve Bookspan, chief administrative officer for Benicia-based

JOSEPHINE

SONOMA (AP)
Jesus didn’t
utter most of the words attributed
to him in the Gospels, including a
favorite from John that says "God
so.ioved the world that he gave his
only Son .
" a seminar has
concluded.
The Jesus Seminar, a six -year
project designed to assess the historical authenticity of such sayings, ruled out 80 percent of the
words attributed to Jesus.
In addition to the above John
3:16, the doubted quotations included John 14:6: "I am the way.
the truth, and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through
Quotation marks do not appear
around 3:16 "in the original Greek
manuscripts of the Gospel ot
John" seminar founder Robert
Funk said on Monday. "They have
been proy ided by modern editors
and translators."
Today’s Bible readers "tend to
forget that the words ot Jesus were
passed on by word of mouth for
many years after his death." Funk
said. "In that process many sayings underwent modification. ’
He also said that "plagiarism is
an unknown category" in an oral
culture.
"Only in written cultures like
our own has it become a moral and
legal problem," Funk said.
"Most scholars, if they had

worked through the sayings is we
had, would tend to agree there is
virtually nothing in the fourth Gospel that goes back to Jesus," said
Robert Fonne of V assar College.
The quotations, including such
familiar ones as "I ant the light of
the world" and "I am the bread of
life." are "mostly the work of the
author. said Forma.
Marcus Borg of the Pacific
School of Religion in Berkeley,
another seminar member, said
Christians should not think mt the

sayings as worthless
am the
"Jesus didn’t say.
bread of life,’ but that tells us that
John’s community thought of Jesus
as the nourishment for their spiritual life," Borg said.
Among the sayings of Jesus the
scholars confirm were definitely
said by hint are his suggestion to
"turn the other cheek, plus the
beatitudes in the Book of Luke
concerning the poor. the mournful,
and the hungry. Four of the petitions in the I ord’s Prayer also go

hack to Jesus, the scholars haw
concluded but not the prayer as
a whole.
The Jesus Seminar has stirred
contmversy. since its first meeting
in 1985.
"Televangelists on talk shows
say it’s the work of the devil,"
said Funk.
Information from the Jesus
seminar will he included in red-ink
versions of the bible, which indicite quote, from Jesus in red ink
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Irish poet, Seamus Heaney
to read and discuss poetry

Sing along

By Precy Correos
Daily stall writer

Acclaimed Irish poet. Seamus
jleaney, is scheduled to give a
reading of his poetry and discuss
his work Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
Music Concert Hall. And at noon,
Friday. Mar. S. he’s expected to
give a free public seminar on poetry in the Spartan Memorial Chapel.
USA Today wrote that Heaney
"is probably the best poet working
in English." and Helen Vendler, a
writer for The New Yorker said
that Heaney is "as much a legitimate heir of Keats or Frost as of
Kavanagh or Yeats."
Heaney speaks from the heart in
"Selected Poems" 1966-1987. In
one poem. "Clearances," a memoriam to his mother, he, gives his
readers a glimpse of the
relationship he had with her:
"When all the others were away at
Mass
I was all hers as we peeled potatoes...
I remembered her head bent towards my head,
lier breath in mine, our fluent

dipping knives
Never closer the whole rest of
our lives."
Heaney grew up on a farm in
Northern Ireland and much of his
work reflects the landscape, the
people and the way of life there. In
the poem "Digging," he assimilates his writ int, to his father labor-

N part from his poetry. Heaney
lias written four books, "Field
Work," published by Farrar,
Straus & Girous (1979), "Sweeney Astray." (1984). "Station Island," (1985), and "The Haw
Lantern." (1987), and two collections of criticism, "Preoceupatons." (1980). and "The Govern-

Heaney wrote eight poems of Ireland’s boglands,
a rich, moist, marsh land where people’s bodies
were buried and preserved, one entitled, ’Door
into the Dark.’
ing in the field: "Through living
roots awaken in my head. se
But I’ve no spade to follow men
like them.
Between my finger and my
thumb
The squat pen rests.
I’ll dig with it."
He wrote eight poems of Ireland’s boglands, a rich, moist,
marsh land where people’s bodies
were buried and preserved, one entitled. "Door into the Dark

ment of the Tongue." (1989).
A frequent lecturer. Heaney has
worked at Berkeley. Queen’s University of Belfast. Carysfort College in Dublin, and taught secondary school (the equivalent to high
school) at St. Joseph’s College of
Educaton. Belfast. Heaney was
currently elected professor of Poetry at Oxford University in England and also teaches at Harvard
University every year.

U . S. imports dominate programming
Jeanette Glicksman

SJSU Choralier members Sharon D’Cunha,
left, and Patricia Crompton, right, perform
during the 21st Annual Invitational Festival
held Friday in the Concert Hall. Seven choirs

Daily stall photographer

from area colleges and high schools also participated in the festival, which included
Jameson Marvin, director of choral activities
and lecturer on music at Harvard University.

Women’s group sprouted
from flower power origi
Ih t
Special to the Daily

1971. A stroll across the SJSU
campus is like taking a walk
through an English garden. Flower
children blossom everywhere,
dressed in brightly colored, wildly
patterned prints. Long hair, long
skirts, long faces it is the peak
of the Vietnam War.
The password to the 70s is
"rights" equal
rights, civil
rights, right-to-privacy, right-toprotest, women’s rights. The campus is divided in the struggle for
rights. Pro-war activists. anti -war
activists, civil rights proponents,
civil rights opponents.
This decade gave birth to many
movements and one of them has
the SJSU
reached its prime
Women’s Resource Center. The
center (formerly. Women’s Center) celebrates its 20th birthday this
month.
The original idea for a women’s
center was conceived in 1970 by a
political group called Women’s
Liberation. Lois Helmbold. coordinator of the Women’s Studies
department. was a SJSU faculty
member and adviser to the group
and the center.
"The women’s movement was
just taking off. It was clear there
were a zillion things potentially
happening. What we needed was a
place to make them happen."
Helmbold stated.
It was an uphill battle. According to Helmbold, it was a period of
intense activism and, although the
student government was politically
radical. they were as sexist as everyone else.
"This was in a time period when
there was an anti -draft poster that
showed three women and said.
’Chicks say yes to men who say
no.’ The idea was resist the draft
and you’ll get all this sex. That
was the framework of the politics.’ Helmbold said.
After a short struggle, the associated students council allocated
$600 to the center. On February
Susan B. Anthony’s
IS. 1972
Women’s Rebirthday the
source Center moved to a basement on Ninth and San Carlos
Streets and opened its doors.
Janice Osborn-Zajac, center
coordinator in 1972, recalled that
location. "The place was horrible.
It would flood. It was dark and
dank and stunk of mildew. I
bought Thompson Water Seal and
put it all over the brick to keep it
from leaking."
The center had difficulty meeting everyone’s needs. "We were
the only women’s center between
San Francisco and San Luis
Obispo. Anybody that had a problem found us. Abortion, divorcees,
battered women . . . everything.
It was just phenomenal." Osborn-

"The center had previously
Zajac stated.
Many things taken for granted been fraught with stereotypes. The
now did not exist then such as self- programming was geared to a less
defense for women, feminist traditional student. Consequently.
health centers, rape crisis centers we were preaching to the conand abortion clinics (legal in Cali- verted and not reaching out to peofornia but not nationwide until ple that needed to know there was
a center for women." Alvin stated.
1973).
The coordinators hope to attract
The objectives of the center
were to provide information, edu- a wider diversity of people by tarcation and referral on the above is- geting the traditional student. That
sues. It was also a place where includes evening events for comwomen could congregate, and find muter students, involvement of
guidance and support for everyday business and engineering students
and maintaining an ongoing
problems.
In its early years, the center was relationship with sororities and fravery politically involved and ternities.
Alvin stated. "We would like
orought speakers such as Angela
Davis, Germaine Greer and Gloria our door to be open to a woman
Steinem to campus. Members of who is pro-choice and a woman
the center also participated in anti- who is anti-choice, to a woman
war rallies like the November 1972 who wants family planning and to
"Drop Nixon. Not Bombs" march a woman who doesn’t feel that’s
right for her. Our hope is that we
are a resource, referral and information service for all women."
’Anybody that had a
Although the Women’s Re
problem found us.
source Center has a strong reputation in the Bay Area and is viewed
Abortion, divorcees,
nationally as one of the most active
and vital resource centers on any
battered
college campus. it has been relawomen . . . everything.’ tively unknown at SJSU. Alvin
Janice Osborn -Zajac sees that changing.
"The center is on the road to
coordinator,
Women’s Resource Center, 1972 success. There’s been a tremendous increase in people utilizing it.
on Nixon headquarters in San Jose, We’ve seen an unprecedented
and a 1976 Missile America Pag- growth in the last eight months.
eant ("It’ll blow you away") to I’ve been here five years and I’ve
never seen it like this," Alvin said.
protest war and military buildup.
Throughout its history. the
During the mid-80s, support for
the center waned. There was a per- Women’s Resource Center has
ception it was a closed, radical called attention to issues affecting
group and not responsive to mains- women. They provide classes in
assertiveness training, self-detream students.
Margaret Kintscher. a women’s fense, basic home repairs and auto
studies graduate student, took over mechanics. The center also sponsors seminars on rape prevenas co-coordinator in fall of 1984.
"Mostly we got battered women tioniawareness, substance abuse
and women who were deserted. I and spirituality.
According to Wiggsy Sivertsen,
sat in here and held women in my
arms while they cried their hearts faculty adviser to the center. it has
had an enormous impact on stuout." Kintscher stated.
She worked on changing the dents’ lives. "The changes that the
center’s focus from overtly politi- center brought about have been
cal to a resource center. "Primar- long-range, subtle, quiet, effective
ily we just disbursed information. changes. They’ve given women an
Beyond that the center wasn’t opportunity to have a sense of
doing much at all. The campus pride and self-worth."
Siverisen believes there is a behardly knew the center existed."
Or. in some instances, knew it nign neglect of women’s issues on
existed hut didn’t understand the campus today.
"The issues that faced women
objectives. "We would put up
banners during Women’s Week 20 years ago still face women
and they were stolen. We would today. Women are still frightened
find them on the fraternity houses. to walk the streets at night, they
One of them was really nice, beau- still don’t make as much money in
tiful work. They had spray painted the workplace as men. Women are
’barefoot and pregnant’ over it and fools not to pay attention to that
hung it from the fraternity house," message," she said.
The Women’s Resource Center.
Kintscher recalled.
Women". Resource Center ob- now located in the Administration
jectives were revised last summer. Building, is leaving its turbulent
Coordinators Lisa Alvin. Patti teen years behind. As it enters its
Fahey and Michele Anderson refo- 20% it will continue its goals rif enand
empowering
cused the goals to appeal to more lightening
women.
students, both men and women.

SYDNEY. Australia (AP)
Feeling like a couch potato to’night? Let’s check out what The
Down Under Tube has to offer:
"Alien Nation" is on at 7:30,
followed by "L.A. Law." The big
decision comes at 9:30 with a
choice of "Twin Peaks." "Jake
and the Fatman" and "In the Heat
of the Night."
That’s just a sampling of what
Australian viewers face every day
and night lots of American imports blended in with a few locally
produced series and a ton of sports:
cricket, rugby, tennis. Australian
rules football.
It’s not a big deal, except for
getting used to that funny Amencan accent and slang while watching all the cars drive on the wrong

MICHAEL J.

side of the road.
Hooked on U.S. soap operas?
Just grab a box of tissues and sit
down for Channel 10’s dajtinie
lineup of "Another World."
"Santa Barbara" and "The Bold
and the Beautiful." Channel 9 offers a block of "Days of Our
Lives" and "The Young and The
Restless.’’
Phil Donahue chats his way
through yet another of each day’s
burning issues with a panel of
guests and a studio audience. And.
yes. "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" fight crime and cat pizza
here. too.

Irk ki or lingo. Australia produces
its own versions of "Family
Feud," "Wheel of Fortune,"
"Sale of the Century" and "Let’s
Make a Deal .
"Late Night with David Letterman" must not translate either. Instead. Aussies check out offbeat
talk -show host Steve Vizard,
whose blatanilj Lettermanlike format includes such standards as Stupid Pet Tricks.
Some of the imports arrive amid
much fanfare.

The highly publicized debut of
"The Simpsons animated series
get
also
fanatics
Game-show
knocked the Australian version of
their fill, and they don’t haw to "60 Minutes" from atop the ratworry about obscure American ing.,
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FIND A JOB
TODAY!

Are you enthusiastic and outgoing?
Do you enjoy working with youth?
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Enjoy the
Outdoors e
this Summer!

Conta,
City of Sunnyvale
Parks tti Recreation Dept.
P.O. Box 3707
Sunnyvale. CA 94088-3707
40Fi 730 751 r;

LAW ENFORCEMENT
ENGINEERING
13/T RECREATION
Positions available with...
CITY OF FREMONT
City Government Building
39700 Civic Center Drive
Fremont, CA 94538

Security
Office Help

Looking for a job
working with children?
Small World Schools is now hiring for immediate
and summer positions.
There are 25 bay area locations which allow very flexible hours, offer numerous
benefits and provide a good potential for growth.
Full-time and part-time caregivers are always needed. 6 units of ECE are
preferred, but not required. (Recreation and P.E. units may apply.)

Amphitheatre
At Moutain View
1.40.......s,7,:7,77g For These Summer Positions:

Parking
Traffic

If ylu have innovative ideas and enjoy challenge, join us at the
F’AL_111..

10 AM to 3 PM

INTERVIEW WITH SHORELINE!

9ivo

THE CITY OF FREMONT is a rapidly growing
community with a population exceeding 175,000
and land expanses of over 92 square miles.

Join these
and other
organizations
today at the
Event Center

Work in a friendly
team atmosphere
as you coordinate
& supervise youth
in one of these
exciting programs:
Playgrounds
Teens
ou. Aquatics

WED., MARCH 6, 1991
JOB FAIR
EVENT CENTER
10:00 am - 3:00 pm

So come and discover some BIG opportunities in a
Small World! Visit us from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
at the Job Fair TODAY at the Event Center!

Usher
Concessions

in the Event Center today from10
Come on out, meet our staff, and apply in person!

Our representative will be at the SJSU Job Fair

am.-

3 p.m.
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PRIER AND Co op

AEA CREDIT UNION
ACCOUNTANTS ON CALL
ADVANCED CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEMS, INC
ALLIED SECURITY
AMDAHL CORPORATION
AMERICAN RED CROSS
ANALOG DEVICES PM,
APPLE COMPUTERS. INC
APPLIED MATERIALS
ARGOSYSTEMS, INC
B M A FINANCIAL
CA HIGHWAY PATROL
CA PUBLIC UTILITIES
COMMISSION
CA STATE COMPENSATION
INSURANCE FUND
CAMP HARMON,
EASTER SEAL SOCIETY
CAMP MAX STRAUS
CAMPING UNLIMITED, INC.
CENTRAL YMCA
CHEVRON U S A INC
CITY OF FREMONT
CITY OF PALO ALTO PARKS 8
RECREATION
CITY OF SAN JOSE. AQUATIC
DIVISION
CITY OF SAN JOSE, HUMAN
RESOURCES DEPT
CITY OF SANTA CLARA PARKS 8
RECREATION
CITY OF SUNNYVALE PARKS 8
RECREATION
COLOR TILE
COOPERS 8 LYBRAND
COUNTY OF ORANGE,
SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY
DOW CHEMICAL U S.A
DUN 8 BRADSTREET
EASTFIELD MING OUONG. INC
ERNST 8 YOUNG
FBI
FARMERS INSURANCE GOUP
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMIN r
WESTERN REGION
FUJITSU AMERICA, INC
G.E NUCLEAR ENERGY

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE.
FINANCIk L SERVICES
RADIO SHACK
ROLM SYSTEMS
SACRAMENTO CO SHERIFF’S
DEPT
SAN FRANCISCO BAY G.RL
SCOUTS
SANMINA CORP
SANTA CLARA CO DEPT. OF
CORRECTIONS
SANTA CLARA CO OFFICE OF
EDUCATION
SANTA CLARA CO PROBATION
DEPT
SANTA CLARA MARRIOTT HOTEL
SANTA CRUZ POLICE DEPT
SANTA CRUZ SEASIDE CO
SHANE TRIM DOWN FITNESS CAMP
SHORELINE AMPHITHEATRE
SILICON VALLEY BANK
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
STAFFPRO SECURITY SERVICES
SUN GARDEN PACKING CO
TAC TEMPS
TACO BELL
THE GOOD GUYS
TIERRA DEL ORO GIRL SCOUTS
TRACE PRODUCTS
UC DAVIS RESEARCH
UPS
US ARMY
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY
U.S. FOREST SERVICE
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
U.S. MARSHAL SERVICE
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNE1
MGMT
US POSTAL SERVICE
UNGERMANN-BASS
UNITED AIRLINES
VALLEY PERSONNEL
VARIAN 8 ASSOC INC
VISA U S.A . INC

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDE:
K -MART APPAREL
LAB SUPPORT. INC
LADY FOOTLOCKER
LERNER NEW YORK
LEVER BROS
LINCOLN FINANCIAL
LONGS DRUG STORES
MANPOWER TEMPORARY
SERVICES
MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS
MARY KAY COSMETICS
MERVYNS
MIPS COMPUTER SYSTEMS.INC
MONTEREY BAY GIRL SCOUTS
NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR

GENENTECH. INC
GILROY FOODS, INC,
GIRL SCOUTS OF SANTA CLARA
COUNTY
GREAT AMERICA
HEWLETT-PACKARD CO
IBM ALMADEN RESEARCH
CENTER
IBM FEDERAL SECTOR DIVISION
IBM STORAGE SYSTEMS
PRODUCT DIVISION
INTEL CORP
JC PENNEY
JOHNSON WAX
KAISER PERMANENTE
KELLY SERVICES

-11

IE

IEri-1

NESTLE FOODS
NEW UNITED MOTORS
MANUFACTURING, INC
NORDSTROM
POP SYSTEMS
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC CO
PACIFIC ISLANDS CLUB
PALLOTTI HECKER CENTER
PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF
PHANTOM DINER 88
PIZZA HUT
POOL WATER PRODUCTS
PRICE WATERHOUSE
PROFESSIONAL LEISURE
CONNECTION

IE

"1

11Flt

WEDNESDAY, MAR
Your opportunity to interact with over 100 employers representing business.
industry, education, government, health and community services.
Coordinated by Career Planning and Placement SJSU Career Planning and Placement Center services and programs
are provided without regard to race, color. religion, sexual orientation, national origin, age, sex, or disability An organization’s
participation in this event does not imply SJSU or CP & P endorsement ot that organization’s business practices
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Sisters bring love and competition to SJSU sports
By Precy Correos
Daily staff writer
SJSU sports has not one, but
two pairs of sisters competing on
teams the Teitsworths in swimming and the Cadigals in tennis.
Although the two sets of sisters
have never met, their lifestyles run
parallel. In both cases, the sisters
have taken classes together, eat together, have the same group of

sistency of the tides: three hours a
day, five days a week, they practice with the team, Sharon said.
Their 4-foot-II frame and eaglelike arm span lunge through the
water during the breastroke, their
specialty. In December, Karen
gave one of her best swimming
times during the meet with San
Francisco State clocking 106.4 on
the 100 breastroke.
"They’re what every coach
could hope for," Vaune Kadlubek,
’They’re what every coach could hope for. They
SJSU swimming coach said.
"They have good GPA’s and
have good GPA’s and they’re good athletes.’
Vaune Kadlubek, they’re good athletes."
The Teitsworth’s young faces
Spartan swimming coach
are splashed with tiny brown freckfriends and have an eerie habit of ern California town of Bellflower les and their brown hair shimmers
marked the sisters first serious with golden highlights from the
finishing each others’ sentences.
They’re also competive with one competitions, swimming almost sun. Both can’t imagine what other
. another. The Cadigals are ranked year round. Their hard work and sport they’d be interested in other
third and fourth on the SJSU wom- dedication paid off with an athletic than swimming, because they have
been doing it for so long. They’ve
en’s tennis team and Sharon scholarship to SJSU.
Not much has changed in the been to so many meets that they’ve
Teitsworth constantly pushes to be
as good as her sister Karen, in the Teitsworth’s work ethic. Their acquired a large T-shirt collection,
swimming habits are like the con according to Sharon’s roommate,
pool.
Jennifer Rigberg.
"The twins also love antique
cars," Rigberg said, "and they
have posters of them in their
rooms."
It’s hard to tell the difference between the two, but Sharon is more
conservative and Karen is more
liberal. Rigberg added.
Raised in a Christian family, the
sisters belong to The Campus Crusade for Christ, a group that meets
for bible studies once a week.
Every Sunday morning, Karen
dresses up and meets her twin for
church according to Karen’s roommate, Erika Raphael.
The Teitsworths, 18-year-old
freshmen, are identical twins who
have been swimming since they
were eight. Their father. Robert,
enrolled them in a swim program
as a safety measure. Their Pisceslike quality surfaced and the instructor, who happened to coach
for an aquatics club, got the twins
involved in their first race.
High school meets in the South-

George Ortiz

Daily staff photographer

Freshmen twin sisters Karen and Sharon flower, Ca. take a break from the pool. The sisTeitsworth, left and right respectively, of Bell- ters have been swimming since the age of eight.
"She’s a very neat person." Ra- Mt. Pleasant High School. And
phael said. "She makes her bed like the Teitsworths, they have the
everyday. She’s so sweet, she same practice schedules and comsometimes makes my bed."
pete playfully against one another
And taped above Karen’s head- in doubles.
board sits a piece of paper a reBut the differences between
minder of the time goals she wants Flor. 21, and Lyn. 20. are visible
to accomplish in the 100 and 200 on and off the court. Flor. a senior
breastroke relay, Raphael said.
majoring in international business,
The Cadigal sisters, also goal is talkative and lively. And Lyn.
oriented, started playing tennis at majoring in accounting is more
quiet and shy. Flor plays aggressively all over the court while Lyn
remains a consistent baseliner,
according to tennis coach, Bill
Cole.
If they weren’t involved in tennis, they would probably be bored.
going to school then coming home
and vegetating in front of the
"tube," Lyn said.
Being on the team has made her
more outgoing and confident on
the court. Flor said. And it has
helped her get along better with
other people because of the qualities tennis has taught her
about
team effort, working together, and
good sportsmanship.
Having every hour of the week
already planned can sometimes be
frustrating Lyn said.

. . every minute and
every second is
valuable.’
Lyn Cadigal,
SJSU tennis team
"It’s hard when your friends go
out more than you do and you can’t
because you have practice or
homework." Lyn added.
"You just have to learn how to
manage and budget your time,"
Flor said. "you have to remember
that every minute and every second
is valuable."
So instead, the sisters opt for a
hard paved court, sunshine and the
serve of a soft neon green hall. At
practice, their long black hair gathered in a ponytail, bounces from
side to side when they play. The
years of tennis is apparent their
skin brown and their calves are
thick and muscular.
There are days when the Cadigal’s would rather skip practice.
but they said once they get there
and get in the swing of things, it’s
not so had.

Far left: Lyn Cadigal returns a serve with a two handed
backhand during an exhibition match against Foothill College.
Flor Cadigal nails a backhand shot against her Stanislaus State
opponent. Both sisters were victorious in their matches. The
sisiters played tennis together at Mount Pleasent High. They are
ranked third and fourth on the SJSU Tennis Team.
Chip L oven - Daily staff photographer

Contracts, tirades mach first base
Associated Press

This time, Bonds was angry beWhile players with three years cause the club told him a friend
in the majors can have their sala- couldn’t take pictures of him at
ries determined by arbitrators, practice while the National League
younger players are subject to au- MVP was prohibiting news photomatic renewal by their clubs. tographers from recording his
And they don’t like it.
image.
Jerome Walton of the Chicago
"I don’t give a damn what his
Cubs, the 1989 National League problems are, he’s not going to run
Rookie of the Year, had his con- this camp. ... He can just go
tract renewed Monday for the sec- home." Leyland said.
Bonds recently said he wouldn’t
ond straight season.
"I’m not going to say I don’t re-sign with Pittsburgh after 1992
care, hut I left it in the hands of my "if they offered me one hundred
agent." Walton said.
million."
Walton batted .263 last year
As Bonds fumed, Pascual Perez
with 16 doubles, two homers. 21
finally
arrived at the New
RBIs and 14 stolen bases. When he York Yankees’ camp in Fort Lauwas Rookie of the Year, he hit derdale. Perez, who makes visa
.293 with 23 doubles, five homers, problems an annual ritual, was I I
46 RBIs and 24 stolen bases.
days behind the other pitchers but
"I had a lot of problems last two days ahead of the mandatory
.spring that carried into the sea- deadline.
:son," Walton said. "I’m not
"I think I could he OK pretty
happy again with the contract, but soon," said Perez, who pitched
only 14 innings last season because
.I’m not going to let it bother me."
Mike Schooler, who had more of arm problems. "Maybe by
than 30 saves in each of the last May, maybe not. I want to pitch.
two seasons, was renewed by but I want to be HO percent. I
Seattle at S490,(8)0. That makes don’t want to have to stop once I
him the highest-paid pitcher with mart."
Perez will not be the last arrival
Jess than three years in the big
at spring training. It appears Amerleagues.
Milwaukee renewed the contract ican League MVP Rickey Henderof first baseman George Canale. son is going for that distinction.
Oakland manager Tony La
Texas renewed pitchers Kevin
Brown and Kenny Rogers and Russa said he has thought about
catcher Chad Kreuter. and Cincin- calling Henderson, who hasn’t
nati renewed catcher Joe Oliver, been heard from by anyone in the
pitchers Jack Armstrong and Tim Athletics’ organization since camp
Layana, and first baseman Hal opened.
I.a Russa said that Henderson’s
Morris.
While the contract season was absence has only been a little disconcluding. Barry Bonds got into a appointing, adding that when you
profanity -filled tirade with Pitts- are a star you should he afforded
burgh manager Jim Leyland. But star status.
the disgruntled outfielder said he
"As long as it doesn’t interfere
?wasn’t upset with his contract, de- with what our team is trying to actermined when an arbitrator picked complish," La Russa said. "If he
Pittsburgh’s $2.3 million offer in- shows up by April I, he’ll be
stead of his $3.25 million hid.
ready."

Ken Wong

Daily staff photographer

Trip to L.A. results in
losses for tennis teams
By Corey Tresidder
Daily staff writer

The SJSU men’s tennis team
was upended 7-1 at UCLA on
Monday. The loss was the Spartans’ second straight to Southern California opponents. The
team lost 5-4 at UCSB on Sunday.
No. I seed Brian Eagle lost 61, 6-1 to UCLA’s Fritz Bissell
and No. 2 seed Richard Bcijer
was beaten by Bill Behrens 6-1.
6-3. The Spartans’ only win
came in the No. .3 seed match,
as Brandon Coupe defeated
David Nainkin 6-2, 3-2. Nainkin retired early in the second
set, thus defaulting the match to
Coupe.
Other scores from singles
matches include No. 4 seed
Dana Gill’s 6-2, 7-5 loss to
Jason Sher, No. 5 seed Mike
Askvig’s 6-4, 6-4 loss to Robbie
Wendell and Mauricio Cordova’s No. 6 seed loss to Matt
Quinlan, 6-1, 6-2.
The No. 3 seed doubles
match was called due to rain,
hut UCLA won the No. 1 and
Ni,. 2 seed matches. BehrensWendell heat Beijer-Coupe 6-1.
6-3 and Bissell -Mark Knowles
downed Gill -Cordova 6-3,6-I.
Rain cancelled the men’s tennis team’s match last Wednesday in Berkeley, and Friday’s
home match against New Mexico State was also postponed.
SJSU’s match with USC Tuesday has been postponed as well.
No make-up date has been
scheduled.
The women’s tennis team

faced Loyola Marymount in Los
Angeles on Saturday and lost 90. Loyola Marymount dominated every match, coming
away with shutouts in both the
No. I singles and No. 1 doubles
matches.
Spartan No. 1 seed Julie Williams lost 6-0, 6-0 to Julie
Oshiro, while No. 2 seed Flor
Cadigal lost 6-1, 6-1 to Kim
Floret. Lure I ’bench heat Spartan 1.yn Cadigal 6-1, 6-1 in the
No. 3 seed singles match. and
Tisha Hiraishi lost 6-0, 6-0 to
Loyola Marymounes Angela
Young. No. 5 seed Colleen
Gleason was beaten by Jenny
Knots 6-2, 6-2 and Marie Capuyan lost to Amy Okum in the
No. 6 seed singles match. 6-1.
6-0.
The Spartans did not fare any
better in the doubles matches. as
Williams and Flor Cadigal were
downed 6-0, 6-0 by Fiore/Young in the Ni,. I seed match
No.2 seed Lyn Cadigal and I .f.s
lie Rui/ lost 6-1. 6-2 to Knot!,
Laheitch, while Capuyan and
Hiraishi succumbed the day’s
final match to Oshiro-Okum. 60,6-3.
The women’s team is now 26 on the season. The Spartans’
match at CSU Fullerton on Sunday was called due to rain, as
was Monday’s contest at Cal
Poly San I.uis Ohisjx). The next
match for the Spartans is scheduled for March 1 2 if Fresno
State.

Spartan swimmers finish last
in Big West championships
Daily stall report

Nobody from the SJSU swimming team placed in the top-16 indisiduals at the 1991 Big West
Conference Championships at
Long Beach over the weekend.
The Spartans (7-4) placed ninth
in the 200 yard medley relay consolation meet, not qualifying for
the finals. The team had a time of
1:56.92, beating a season high of
I :514.77.
USTI also finished Iasi in the
1400 yard freestyle relay. The team
Susan
Clarke.
Karen
of

Tensworth, Carla lwata and Karen
.feitsworth recorded a time of
9:01.56. (J(’-Santa Barbara won
the event with a 7:30.35 time.
LIMN won the overall competition with a score of 847.5. followed by 11C-Santa Barbara’s
680.5. SAC finished last with
merely 90 points. 109 less than
eighth place New Mexico State.
The Spartans scored so low because men’s points are added into
the overall competition. and SJSU
has no men’s swimming team.
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Giants agree
to five more
years in Arizona

Canley looks to take 40-yard lead in NFL draft
By John Bessa

Canley would not speculate as
to what round he thinks he will be
picked for an NFL team, stating
that it makes little difference to
him.
"The key is to get to camp
that’s where you win your job,"
he said.
"If I were drafting him, I’d
take him in the first round,"
SJSU coach Terry Shea said of
Canley, "because I know what
he’s capable of doing. But for
scouts, it’s a roll of the dice."
Canley’s career running average of 205.84 yards for 25 games
has given him the record as the
first player in NCAA history to
finish with a career average
greater than 200 yards. On three
occassions, he broke 300 total
yards for the game.
Canley and Milburn were both
finalists for the 1990 Doak
Walker award, symbolic of the
nation’s best running back.
Among others expected to race
are Army’s Mike Mayweather.
another Doak Walker award finalist, and Robert Smith of Ohio
State.
Shea said that while a strong
performance in the track event
will not make or break Canley’s
future in the NFL, "a good performance would enhance the entire package," he said.
Canley has track experience
from high school and community
college, but since SJSU has no
track program, he has not had
track experience recently.

Daily staff writer

Sheldon Canley, SJSU’s record
breaking tailback, will go head to
head with Stanford’s record setter, Glyn Milburn. But instead of
outrunning the defensive players
of opposing teams, they will be
running side-by-side in a 40-yard
dash.
The race is scheduled for
March 30 at Stanford Stadium,

’If! were drafting
him, I’d take him in
the first round because
I know what he’s
capable of doing.’
Terry Shea,
Spartan football coach

and will include other players
from the country’s top football
teams in addition to Canley and
Milburn.
"This race is going to be fun,
hut I’m going out there to win."
Canley said at a press conference
Tuesday called to announce the
race, arranged by Brooks Johnson. Stanford track coach and
two-time U.S. Olympic coach.
"We were fortunate to have
two of the best football players in
the area," Johnson said. "They
are both offensive forces who will
anchor the whole event."
The race is the finale of the
Diet Pepsi Track Challange,
which features a showdown between the Big-10 Conference and I’ve never seen an
Pac- 10 Conference.
The three-day series will also actual football-JO take
include competitions among high
school teams. Muir and Haw- place at a track event
thorne High Schools, ranked as and it will be at
two of the top five teams in the
United States, are entered in Stanford.’
races.
Glyn Milburn,
Canley sees this race as a way
Stanford running back
of increasing the senior’s visibility to professional football re"I’m not doing anything special (to train) you don’t have
cruiters.
"I want to use this race as an to be in too good shape to run a
instrument to get me in the NFL 40," he said.
draft. he said
Canley said that the last time he

Chip Loven Daily staff

SJSC’s Sheldon Canley attempts to go over the
top in the East-West Shrine game. Canley lost
the NCAA all-purpose yardage title to Stanran the 40-yard dash was last
spring. He said he did it in 4.51
seconds, while Milburn claims to
run the distance in 4.3 seconds.
Milburn is also a sprinter on Stanfords track team.
Canley and Milburn will use
this race as a means of revenge.
"This track challenge is going
to be exciting," Milburn said.
"I’ve never seen an actual football-40 take place at a track event
and it will be at Stanford. Maybe
I can get revenge from that loss."

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP)
Cactus League baseball got a boost
Tuesday when the San Francisco
Giants announced signing a new
five-year lease committing the
team to train here at least through
I 996.
With the Cleveland Indians
moving their spring operations to
Florida from Tucson for 1993, and
with other teams at least listening
to Florida bids for similar moves,
the eight-team league has been in
danger of dissolving through attrition.
And even teams generally expected to stay have been asking
Arizona and its cities just what
they’ll do to help keep the teams
around, especially in the face of
Florida’s offers of new facilities
and the like.
Scottsdale has committed itself
to providing a new $7 million stadium and a workout facility by
next spring for the team the city
figures adds $8.5 million to its
economy each spring.
At a news conference, Giants
President Al Rosen and Scottsdale
Mayor Herb Drinkwater unveiled
an artist’s rendition and a scale
model.
"I hope other communities will
take the bit in their teeth," Rosen
said. "We will be a cornerstone in
trying to keep the Cactus League
intact."

photographer

ford’s Glyn Milburn by nine yards. Canley will
take on Milburn in a 40-yard dash in the Diet
Pepsi Track Challenge, March 30 at Stanford.

SJSU. the 1990 California Raisin Bowl champions, defeated
Stanford 29-23 on Sept. 24. However, at season’s end Milburn
edged Canley by nine yards to
lead the nation in all-purpose
yardage.
Shea said he thinks track would
help the football team.
"I think that it would really enhance our program if we still had
a track program." he said.
SJSU’s track program was
Imbed in 1988 due to budget

The 5,000-seat stadium built in
the 1950s is scheduled to be demolished after the Giants finish spring
training next month.
The new one is to be built on
existing grounds. The state-of-theart multi -use facility seating 7.000
is to be ready for spring training
next February. A $1 million training facility will be separate from
the stadium.
The new lease also includes two
further five-year options.
The Giants have trained here
since 1982.

cuts.
Parts of the track event will be
broadcasted on television on the
Pacific Sports Network, and will
be seen in most pans of the
United States.
Canley was asked to participate
in the race during the East-West
Shrine Game in January by Stanford coach Denny Green.
"I think it will be a great race
We’re really excited." Green
said.
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DRUGS
From page!
Union
The events conclude Friday
with the judging of a banner
competition. Several Greek and
athletic organizations are participating in the contest to see who
can create the best banner promoting drug and alcohol awareness. Winning entries will be
displayed in prominent locations around campus.
According to Temcati, the
purpose behind putting the
events on at SJSU is to promote
awareness to the other resources
and alternatives available
besides drugs.
Using scare tactics and rambling out statistics is not what
promoting drug and alcohol

GREEK
From page 1
tion." she added.
The president’s roles are to run
panhellenic meetings, oversee
other officers to make sure they
are fulfilling their duties, work as a

awareness is all about. The student educators and the PEP
Center have put a lot of effort
into putting out information on
prevention and making responsible choices.
There are statistics available,
however. Statistics such as 80
percent of reported vandalism is
alcohol related. Sixty-five percent of young people who continue to drink will have liver
damage by the age of 45. Smoking causes 30 percent of cancer
deaths.
National Collegiate Drug
Awareness Week is a national
event that is in its fourth year.
The event was started by the
Inner Association Task Force in
Washington DC. The Task
Force is an organization made
up of people from all over the
country who teach prevention.

Let’s ride

From page I
meetings with all interested students at 3:30 p.m. every Monday
in the A. S. board room of the student union.
Pedrazzi said that the goal of the
legislative committee will be to
bring the budget fight at the state
level down to students on a one-toone basis. The group will pick its
own director and Pedrazzi plans to
act as an adviser and aid with technical support.
The group’s goal will be to
inform students of how the budget

liaison between the Panhellenic
council and the Interfraternity
Council and to work with advisers,
Martz said.
The Panhellenic council will
also be discussing expansion this
year and trying to get better intercommunication between the sororities, Manz added.

The Public Safety Committee
voted 5-2 for a bill that would
make it a misdemeanor for manufacturers of cosmetics and household cleaning products to use two
popular tests.
"AB I 10 simply bans a cruel
and archaic test that often results in
blinding and death of animals,"
said the author. Assemblyman
Jack O’C’onnell, D-Santa Barbara.
The bill goes to the Ways and
Means Committee.
The bill would ban use by cosmetics and household cleaner manufacturers of the Draize Test or the
Skin Irritancy Test, beginning in
1994. Violation could bring a maximum S2,(XX) fine. The Draize
Test is for eye irritancy and the
substance is squirted into the eye
of an animal, usually a rabbit.
Exempt from the ban would be
medical research and pesticide and
pharmaceutical products. The ban
would cover only the final products, not the individual ingredients.
The Legislature last year approved a similar O’Connell bill,
but it was vetoed by then-Gov.
George Deukmejian. He said the
tests are approved by the federal

Food and Drug Administration and
are needed by manufacturers.
Last year’s bill was stronger.
banning a third test and including
jail time for offenders.
The bill was supported by animal rights groups and some doctors and opposed by industry and
medical groups.

NOWAK

Jeannie Glicksman Daily staff photographa

Pyschology major Anne Wojahn prepares for a bicycle ride
with her classmate Adrienne Rojas by Mac Quarrie flail.

Puerto Rico senate passes
’Spanish Only’ legislation

O’Connell said alternative tests
that don’t use animals are available
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (API
and dozens of cosmetics firms Puerto Rico’s Senate approved
have voluntarily chosen to stop a bill making Spanish the Caribusing the two tests.
bean island’s official language despite strong opposition from
Jersey
New
a
Crabshaw,
Marvin
statehood advocates.
was
test
the
said
ophthalmologist,
The 18-6 vote late Monday split
rabbits
and
ago
developed 50 years
along
party lines. All six "no"
cheap.
are
they
were used because
votes were cast by members of the
easy to control and have big eyes.
pro-statehood New Progressive
"You can’t extrapolate the re- Party, which argued that it would
sults of rabbit eyes to human hurt Puerto Rico’s chances of becoming the United States’ 51st
eyes," he said.
state.
The measure was passed by the
But Tim Shannon of the California Medical Association said, House last year and now goes to
"The vast and overwhelming opin- Gov. Rafael Hernandez Colon for
ion of the medical community ag- signing into law.
His Popular Democratic Party,
rees with the FDA, that these are
the hest tests and no alternatives which supports continuation of the
island’s 39-year commonwealth
exist that can replace them."
relationship with the United States,
The bill was also opposed by introduced the hill Seventeen PopGov. Pete Wilson’s Health Service ular Democratic Party members
Department.
and one member of the Puerto
Dan Lombard of the department Rican Independence Party voted in
says state officials believe animal favor. There were three abstentesting should he stopped as soon tions.
The hill revokes the Official
as alternatives are available. but
"staff scientists and toxicologists Languages Act of 19)2 that desighave not been able to validate that nated both English and Spanish as
the languages of the commonthere arc alternative tests."
wealth government’s business.

The new law will make Spanish
the only official language.
Although the measure has political significance, it is unlikely to
have much practical effect. Commonwealth business already is
conducted in Spanish. and U.S.
government business, including
the federal courts here, will continue to be conducted in English.
However. pro-independece Sen.
Fernando Martin said thc law
would "send a message to Congress" about Puerto Rico’s desire
to retain its cultural identity. "This
measure is political and evidently
not directed for Puerto Rican consumption," he said.
Legislation now stalled in a Senate committee would allow Puerto
Rico to hold a referendum this year
on whether to remain a U.S. commonwealth, seek to become a state
or break away to form an independent nation.
Some nicinhers of Congress
have said they were concerned
about the possibility of a mainly
Spanish-speaking state.
Fewer than 25 percent of Puerto
Rico’s 3.6 million inhabitants are
fully bilingual in Spanish and English.

OPEC may limit oil production to avert price crash
VIENNA. Austria (AP)
tumble even further when peace reOPEC nations appear likely to pull turns.
at least a million barrels of oil a
After informal discussions, minday off the market in coming isters from six countries in the Ormonths in an effort to avert a price ganization of Petroleum Exporting
crash.
Countries seemed intent on pushThe decision would end the pro- ing prices back up to the cartel’s
duction free-for-all of the last target of S2 I a barrel.
seven months that has sent oil
"We are committed to the
prices sliding, despite war in the price." Indonesian Oil Minister
oil-rich Persian Gulf region. Ana- Ginandjar Kartasasmita said Tueslysts have predicted prices could day shortly before leaving Vienna,
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the cartel’s home base.

libya.
The ministers, who met togethc!
Others joining OPEC President Monday and in small groups Tric,
Sadck Boussena of Algeria in the day, appeared to have laid sonic ’
special consultations were from the groundwork for a formal se,
Nigeria, Gabon, Venezuela and sion March II. likely in Geneva.
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From page I
"Having made a difference, she
is comfortable in moving on with
her life and letting others take
over," said Blair Whitney, director
of community affairs.
Other students who work with
her said she deserves to be thanked
for the job that she is doing.
"Considering the circumstances
this semester, she’s done a great
job." Director of Personnel Nicole
launder said. "Everything is on
her shoulders."
Nowak says she looks forward
to being just another student and
having time to spend with her
friends again.
Nowak has several projects that
she has already started work on.
Last weekend she went to the
Democratic National Convention
in Oakland to recruit politicians to
campaign on campus for the 1992
election. Three or four major candidates have already told her that
they would like to come to the
campus, she said.
In addition to her involvement
in the Campus Democratic party,
she also wants students to have
more say in what’s done with their
student fees and is working with
the task force for the closure of San
Carlos Street.
In the future she said she wants

One measure that could reduce
SJSU’s water use from 30 to 50
percent, Castillo said, would be the
installation of a computerized
watering system.
"A major investment," he said.
"It all depends on the budget.
Right now, it’s not in the budget."
SJSU’s major water users are
the residence halls, with 15 percent, and the Student Union and
central plant, each with 14 percent,
Qayoumi said.
Brooke Shelby Biggs contributed to this report
cuts will affect them, register them
to vote, and organize letter writing
and telephone campaigns to influence state legislators.
Humboldt State University has
been sending batches of postcards
to the governor by the hundreds
and has invited Senate Majority
Leader Barry Keene and Assemblyman Dan Hauser to speak on
campus. Chico State University
sends five students a week to
lobby the state legislature, according to Ledesrna.
"We have no voice," said Resler.
"They pick on us because we don’t
vote. If we all spoke to them with
one voice, we could be so strong."
to work with the Student Union
Board of Directors and get a position on the Spartan Shops board.
She said she is irritated by the
fact that most of the slots for the
1991-92 A.S. Board of Directors
have gone unfilled.
"The A.S. has a tremendous
amount of potential power that is
not being used," she said pointing
out that the A.S. has a budget of
about $2 million. "If people don’t
get involved then the money is just
sitting there."
Letting that power be abused is
something that she said she doesn’t
want to happen. The A.S. isn’t
designed for people to stay on for
more than a couple of years, she
said.
"My view of A.S. is that it’s set
up for people to come, make their
mistakes, then move on," she
added. "There is this feeling of
power that comes with AS., people always want your opinion on
everything. It’s addictive."
Nowak’s previous leadership
positions are vice president of
Markham Hall and president of the
Inter-Residence Hall Association.
"She represents involvement in the
true sense of the word," Whitney
said.
"As A.S. vice president, she was
a team builder. As acting A.S.
President, she has very capably
handled the difficult situation that
was thrust upon her."

Voters oppose tax hike
for state budget crisis
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Voters strongly oppose backing away
from Proposition 13 and increasing
property taxes to help solve California’s budget crisis, according to
California Poll results announced
Tuesday.
In the poll of 508 voters taken
last month, 67 percent rejected a
10 percent increase in property
taxes. 29 percent approved of the
idea and 4 percent had no opinion.

,

Californians cut property taxes
and WI Ii ill its on property tax increases when they approved Prop.
osition 13 during the peak oh anti
tax fervor in the 1970s.
"What you have is (4) percent
the population that are homeowners. and a gtxxl part of the other 40
percent who covet buying a
home," said pollster Mervin D.
Field
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Drug Awareness Week, Mar, 4-8, 1991
Come join us for a fun, entertaining,
and informative week.
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-Stars Michael Keaton

"Bright Lights,
Big City"
-stars Michael J. Fox
12-2pm
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German film dealing with
young heroin addicts

noon- 2 pm
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From page I
use and stopped watering during
the day, Qayoumi said.
Flow restrictors on toilets, for
example, cut the number of gallons used per flush from seven to
3.5, he said.
In addition, fewer campus fields
are being watered because it is less
expensive to replace lawns, should
they die, than trees and shrubs,
Qayoumi said.

CSSA

Assembly urges for ban
on animal use in testing
SACRAMENTO (API -- An
Assembly committee decided
Tuesday that cosmetic and household cleaner makers should not use
rabbits and other animals to test
whether their products irritate eyes
and skin.

WATER

"Barfly"
Stars Mickey Rourke
& Faye Dunaway
2-4 pm
"Lost Weekend"

10-noon

2-4pm

"Days of Wine and Roses"
-stars Jack Lemmon
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